
This study quantifies influence between media outlets by applying a novel 
methodology that uses causal effect estimation on networks and transformer 
language models. Analyzing a data set of quotations from over 123,000 articles 
of the most prominent Russian and European traditional media outlets, we 
expose the obscured influence of state-controlled outlets over other outlets 
regardless of their orientation. The analysis maps out the network structure of 
influence with news wire outlets serving as prominent bridges that connect 
outlets in different geo-political spheres. Overall, this approach demonstrates 
capabilities to identify and quantify the channels of influence in intermedia 
agenda setting over specific topics. 

• We have demonstrated a pipeline for digital media influence analysis across 
different topics and sentiments by studying patterns of quotation following

• Most outlets exert influence within their geo-political spheres, except wire 
outlets which serve as bridges

• Russian state media exerts the most influence on other state outlets, but 
also exert obscured influence on independent outlets of differing orientation
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METHOD

DATASET

QUOTE MATCHING

We collected and labeled, by topic and sentiment, 618,000 quotes from 
123,000 online news articles published by prominent Russian and European 
media outlets.

We extract quotes used by multiple outlets by:
1. Embedding quotes using a pre-trained SBERT model [1]
2. Clustering embeddings using HDBSCAN with 94% recall and 

78% precision [2]

SALIENCY WEIGHTING
We transform these raw matched quotes into saliency-weighted quote 
following between two outlets i and j by aggregating over all quotes q:

NETWORK CONSTRUCTION

CAUSAL IMPACT ESTIMATION [3]

We construct an outlet influence network where edges are modeled with 
Poisson prior distribution parameterized by potential, saliency-weighted 
quote following:

Causal impact of outlet i on outlet j is captured in the causal estimand as the 
counterfactual outcome difference in the presence and absence of outlet i: [3]

The counterfactual outcome is imputed using the Poisson GLMM model on 
the effects of each n-hop exposure to the quote source via the influence 
network, network confounders such as node degrees and node community 
membership, and heterogeneity between the outlets:

INFLUENCE NETWORK IMPACT OVER ALL TOPICS
• Outlets cluster geographically
• Wire outlets                         

bridge regions

• Russian media 
show net negative 
impact

• Western outlets 
show net positive 
impact

• Wire outlets have 
the most total 
impact

INTER-OUTLET IMPACT

• Inter outlet impacts reveal geographic community 
structures (Russia, Turkey, Western Europe)

• Wire outlets demonstrate impact outside of community
• Most negative impact slants occur within Russian and 

Turkish community
• Russian state-media outlets constitute a pro-Russia 

echo chamber, where they all use the same quotes

TOPIC-SPECIFIC CASE STUDY

OBSCURED RUSSIAN STATE MEDIA IMPACT

• We can examine impacts on specific topics, such as US 
withdrawal from Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty

• Western wires (Reuters and Agence France-Presse) had less 
impact than Russian state-controlled wires on this topic

• Why was Kommersant, a Russian state outlet, positive on 
this topic? Many of Kommersant’s top followed quotes were 
negative to Russia

• Russian state media 
exerts impact on both 
state-controlled and 
independent outlets

• Independent outlets 
like Radio Echo 
Moscow report within 
the agenda (topics 
and sources) set by 
state media

Impact of Russian State-
controlled Media on Other 

Outlets by Orientation
(% of Quote Explained by Causal Impact)

Russian state 
media has 
more influence 
over state 
media than 
independent 
media in 
almost every 
European 
country

Average Impact of Russian 
State Media on European State-

controlled/State-influenced Outlets 
Compared to Independent Outlets
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